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I. INTRODUCTION 
A characteristic feature of contemporary aero-
space technology development is continuous com-
plication of newly created products and need of op-
eration of these products in optimum modes under the 
impact of various parametric and signal disturbing 
factors and interference caused by both external and 
internal effects. As it is known, the action of dis-
turbing factors has stochastic nature that defines the 
need of probabilistic approach to the problems of 
aircraft creation and operation. 
It is necessary to upgrade existing algorithms and 
to develop new algorithms of synthesis of flight 
control optimum systems, state estimations and 
identification of dynamics of linear time-invariant 
systems due to the following conditions. Firstly, vital 
needs of practice force to consider real operating 
conditions more comprehensively in stating the tasks 
of stochastic optimum flight control of contemporary 
aircraft. Secondly, developers of complicated con-
trolled complexes need comparatively simple algo-
rithms of synthesis which result directly in construc-
tion of optimum structures of flight control systems, 
guarantees of successful and efficient solution of the 
tasks set for the flight.  
Reliable knowledge of signal dynamics models 
defining stochastic state of complicate linear stabi-
lizable object, and also knowledge of dynamics 
models of the object itself and affecting random dis-
turbances in normal operating modes is extremely 
important for subsequent successful development of 
science-based draft proposals for creation of opti-
mum systems of object stabilization, i.e. for the 
stages of dynamic design of mentioned systems. 
II.  PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Same as in publication [1], it is possible to sate 
and solve the task of optimum estimation of arbitrary 
dynamics linear object state, though when stating the 
task consider probable correlation of interference, 
impacts and signals in the system. For the purpose of 
simplification of resultant algorithms, elimination of 
the problem of random matrix selection required at 
free-variable function generation, and disuse of 
Frobenius transformations [2], the statement is 
changed essentially and new way of task solution is 
proposed therein. 
III.  DESCRIPTION OF THE OPTIMUM CONTROL 
Let the motion of the object which state is esti-
mated with the purpose of generating closed optimum 
control is described by the system of ordinary diffe-
rential equations 
    ttPx  , (1) 
where x  is n -dimensional vector of output res-
ponses of the object,   is disturbance vector that is 
n -dimensional centered stationary random process 
with known matrices of spectral densities S  and 
reciprocal spectral densities S , S ; P  is dimen-
sion matrix nn  which elements are argument po-
lynomials dtd / , at that its determinant can have 
zeroes with positive real component. It is assumed 
that output responses of the object are measured by a 
certain system, measuring is accompanied by inter-
ference   that is  -dimensional centered stationary 
random process with known matrix of spectral den-
sities S . Measuring results are defined by the eq-
uation 
      ttKxty  , (2) 
where y  is  -dimensional vector of measuring,   
is measuring interference that is  -dimensional 
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centered random process with known matrices of 
spectral densities S  and reciprocal spectral densi-
ties xx SS  , , at that the matrix elements of measuring 
system transfer functions K  with dimension n  









Flow chart of estimation system for unstable control object 
Same as in publication [1], there is denoted by 
 x̂ t   the best estimation of the vector x  in terms of 
error dispersion minimum      ˆ ˆt x t x t      in 
the moment t  by the results of measuring prior to 
moment  . The task of vector x  optimum estimation 
is defined as follows: estimate    x̂ t x t t  vector 
)(tx , the best in terms of error dispersion minimum 
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assuming that admissible estimations are linear with 
respect to the vector y . 
Let the vector of object output responses is esti-
mated by the vector of observations y  using estima-
tion system with the matrix of transfer functions 
x̂F F
 
  . Then the following equation is valid  
x̂ F y , 
wherein x̂  and y  are Fourier transforms of vectors 
x̂  and y . 
It is necessary to modify equations (1) and (2) by 
Laplace and introduce certain designations. The ma-
trix of estimation system transfer functions from 
interference input   to the vector x̂  can be desig-
nated as ˆ ,xF
  and the matrix of transfer functions 
from disturbance input   to the vector x̂  as x̂F  . 
Then Laplace transformation of estimation error will 
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 (4) 
To be able to solve the task of estimation of arbi-
trary dynamics object state at unstable measuring 
system, and also incomplete measuring, it is neces-
sary to define x̂F
  as variable function in estimation 
quality functional (3). The basis F  of such function 
can be obtained from the following equation 
 F F  B + AC , (5) 
where A , B  and C  are polynomial matrices which 
structure and parameters are defined based on the 
following considerations. For estimation stability, the 
function x̂F
  shall be physically feasible, i.e. its poles 
shall be in only left half plane of complex variable. If 
physical feasibility conditions of function F  are 
provided, fulfillment of previous condition is guar-
anteed under appropriate selection of polynomial A  
and .B  Selection of structures of matrices A  and B  
is connected with providing physical feasibility of the 
matrix   1ˆ .x nF F K E P      Matrices B  and C  in 
the equation (5) are the result of the following 
transformation 
 1 1; ,   -1 0B KP K C K  (6) 
consisting in performing operations [3] of unilateral 
removal of only those poles of matrices -1KP  and K  
located in right half plane. As the function F  shall 
be physically feasible separating [4] the expression of 
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The last equation will be rewritten as follows 
  -1 1,P P 0AK  (8) 
where 1P , «+» and «-» are separation signs. 
Thus, solutions of equations (6) and (8) define 
selection of matrices A , B  and C  for functions (5) 
yet prior to solution of estimation optimization task. 
After this stage, estimation error equation (4) can be 
written as follows 
  10F P     B AC , 
 10 KP , 
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Herein ijS  are matrices of spectral and reciprocal 
spectral densities of the signs named in indices, « ′ » 
is transposition sign. 
To solve the set task we have to substitute the 
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 FDF 0 , (11) 
rewrite it as follows 
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(12)
Matrices D  and Γ  in the equation (10) are the 
result of factorization analytic in the right half plane; 
0F  is supplementary free-variable fractional rational 
function which shall be analytic in the right half plane 
together with variation 0F , at that the last one if 
s  has asymptotics 1,1 s . 
The task of optimization of compound object state 
estimation is reduced to the task of minimizing the 
functional (12) in the class of functions 0F . Mini-
mization of the functional is done as per procedure of 
Viner-Kolmogorov method. The condition mini-
mizing the functional will be as follows 
   TTF 00 , (13) 
where  0 0 0' 1 ' 10 * * ;T T T T ACS P S B D             
« 0 », «+», «-» are separation signs. The algorithm for 
function F  definition considering matrices (11) and 
(13) shall be written as follows 
   101   DTTF . (14) 
By substituting the function (13) into the func-
tional (12), we can define minimum dispersion of 
estimation error. By substituting the algorithm (14) 
into the equation (5), we can obtain the matrix of 
optimum transfer functions of closed estimation 
system x̂F
  which is subject to implementation in 
future. It is easy to make certain that in particular case 
when the object and measuring system are stable, 
optimum structures of functions x̂F
  and V  coincide. 
CONCLUSION 
Thereby, resultant algorithms of the task can be 
used for dynamic design of optimum structures of 
estimation systems of linear time-invariant systems 
with arbitrary dynamic behavior of control object and 
measuring system subject to real operating condi-
tions. The algorithms are relatively simple, transpa-
rent, easily reconstructed for particular cases of es-
timation tasks and can be generalized for situations 
arising when solving the tasks of aircraft dynamics 
identification in operating (non-special) modes. They 
can be useful for creating and upgrading flight con-
trol systems, navigation, etc. 
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